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Public Perception and Poverty: The Importance of Understanding How We Think about
the Impoverished
Amy C. Heard
Director: Elizabeth Womack, Ph. D.
American thoughts and attitudes are affected by fact, fiction, and experience. My
research explores public perception of the impoverished by considering academic writing
and the popular media, then examining one organization that seeks to change negative
perceptions of the impoverished. The first section of my research is a brief literature
review of current poverty theory, followed by a section examining the role of popular
media in public perception. A brief survey of The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal and The Waco Tribune-Herald, among others, revealed positive and negative
trends in the way poverty is presented. The final chapter examines the strengths and
weaknesses of a Baylor Campus Kitchen, a student-led hunger alleviation group that can
help reduce negative stereotypes by introducing the middle class to the impoverished
without reducing the dignity of the poor. When engaging in any discussion, it is
important to know the topic and recognize your biases. This project seeks to encourage
everyone to at least acknowledge both sides of an argument before making decisions.
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CHAPTER ONE
American Poverty Theory
Conversations regarding politics usually end with two frustrated parties, both
befuddled by the inability of the other to grasp “the truth. ” Sometimes, however,
someone makes a statement about welfare or impoverished people that is so far from fact
it becomes necessary to object. I experienced one such instance in a Baylor Lariat
newspaper editorial board meeting this past year. After discussing an editorial idea, a
colleague expressed his frustration with participants in the food stamp program who take
their benefits directly to McDonald’s™ and buy Happy Meals™. While this comment
itself could have sparked an intriguing discussion on government paternalism or the
dignity of the impoverished (i.e., why is it unacceptable for a family in poverty to eat at
McDonald’s™ when many middle and upper class families frequent the fast food
restaurant?), my more immediate response was to point out that my colleague’s
frustration was misplaced because Food Stamp Benefits are not accepted at
establishments that serve hot food.1 After more discussion about what the Food Stamp
Benefit program actually entails, this same coworker, who had objected to a program he
failed to understand, said in reference to the impoverished, “so…you think they should
have rights?” At this point it became clear that my fellow editor and I were working from
very different understandings of poverty. Only someone who envisions poverty as a
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result of the actions and attitudes of the impoverished would ever question the rights of
someone in poverty.
Negative generalizations about impoverished people often stem from the rhetoric
of the individualist understanding of poverty, which holds that personal failings of
individuals lead to poverty. My co-worker was expressing frustration with people
receiving welfare benefits because he considers them culpable for their situation. This
individualist conception of poverty contrasts with the structural approach to poverty,
which holds that outside factors play a large part in causing an individual’s poverty.2 In a
debate about the impoverished, someone who holds an individualist view and someone
who holds a structural view rarely make progress towards agreement. Scholars have
discussed this distinction and its ramifications at length. The power of language is often
underestimated by Americans who do not realize how prevalent the media is in everyday
life, so this project examines theories, media and poverty alleviation groups to assess how
language is used both for and against those in poverty. Most discussions of welfare and
the impoverished can be traced back to either an individualist or structural perspective of
poverty, and these understandings are reflected in the language used to describe people
who have a low-income. I will begin with a brief explanation of contemporary poverty
theories, then examine how these theories play out in policy discussion. The role of
language in the history of the welfare state and contemporary politics will also be
discussed, followed by an application of the study of language to a Baylor University
service organization.
2
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Defining Poverty
In order to begin to actually understand poverty, one must first learn how it is
defined and measured. Looking at poverty thresholds for a family and realizing the
quality of life implied by the income levels is much more meaningful than abstractly
considering the experience of being poor. For some, knowing the definition of poverty
is a key first step to being able to empathize with people in poverty. Because the
presentation of poverty tends to be biased (as is true of any issue), some individuals have
never considered poverty beyond a preconceived understanding of the types of people
poverty affects. Discussing concrete numbers rather than subjective theories, however,
avoids biased language and (hopefully) allows an individual to consider the ramifications
of having a certain income to support an entire household. For an adult capable of
understanding the value of a dollar, the realization that many families survive on less than
$20,000 a year can be profound. Discussion of the poverty threshold avoids debate about
why a family might be impoverished and shifts the focus toward providing resources a
family at that income level might need. Language can be a powerful diversion from this
reaction if it is employed to denigrate people in poverty. It becomes more difficult to
empathize with someone who is cast as lazy or manipulative. Though there is contention
among scholars about how poverty should be handled, there are several basic concepts
that can illuminate the logistics of a poverty definition. The problem of poverty is
complex and solutions are elusive, but there are things that can be done to combat the
problem and make life better for the impoverished.

3

There are numerous ways poverty can be assessed. The most commonly used
strategy is to develop a threshold and count the number of people that fall beneath the
line.3 This threshold can be relative or absolute, and this measure, known as the
“headcount” measure, gives an indication of the number of people suffering from
poverty.4 What the head count approach cannot reveal, however, is the income gap, or
how far below the poverty line families are.5 Just as the numeric poverty definition
removes language as a tool of persuasion, the head count approach blurs distinctions as
an indicator of relative poverty. Income gap is an important statistic to know because it
greatly affects the policies that should be adopted. When poverty is evaluated solely by
the headcount measure, the fastest way for a government administration to lower poverty
statistics is to focus all resources on those people living closest to the poverty line.6 A
newspaper headline announcing high numbers of people lifted out of poverty conveys the
idea that conditions have improved for everyone in poverty, even if programs are only
affecting those individuals and families surviving on the borderline of the poverty
threshold. This sort of targeted aid ignores the people even further entrenched in poverty
who are less able to feed, clothe, and provide basic necessities for themselves and their
dependents.7
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The United States uses an absolute threshold that is not at all influenced by the
median income of the nation.8 Although not all scholars take issue with the absolute line
itself, most disagree with the way it is formulated. No matter where the line is drawn, it
will always be somewhat arbitrary—a family that makes 50 dollars more than the
designated income does not have more spending power than the family that falls 50
dollars below the income limit. In 1963, Molly Orshansky calculated the poverty
threshold by tripling the amount of money the average four-person household spent on
subsistence food.9 This number was reasonable in the 1960s because the average family
spent one-third of its income feeding the family (5). In the twenty-first century, however,
food is cheaper, and families spend a smaller percentage on its purchase (7). This shift in
consumer consumption is not reflected in the poverty threshold because the income
designations are only adjusted for inflation. Each year the original thresholds are simply
multiplied by the Consumer Price Index. Orshansky’s thresholds initially sat at about
fifty percent of the median income (much like the European relative threshold), but as of
2005, the inflation-adjusted thresholds count only those below 28 percent of the median
income as impoverished (5). This means, to be counted as poor in the U.S., one must
make less than one-third of the middle range income. This extremely low threshold is not
the only problem with the antiquated definition. In the 1960s, very few families received
in-kind government assistance (6). The number of families receiving assistance has
grown dramatically, but the current measure of poverty only takes into account cash
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income. While this does include Temporary Assistance for Needy Families and disability
income in addition to market income, it does not factor in the assistance families receive
in the form of food stamp benefits, free or reduced lunch, or tax credits10. Current
welfare provisions also do not consider certain personal characteristics that might impact
an individual’s ability to work, and scholars have posited various means of including
such factors in a definition of poverty.
Harvard economics and philosophy professor Amartya Sen, the 1998 economic
sciences Nobel Memorial Prize winner for his work on welfare economics, favors
looking even closer at a family’s situation to determine status. To Sen, what is more
important than cash income or benefits received is the capability of the impoverished
person.11 Capability, as defined by Sen, is the level to which an individual can
adequately participate in society or live life at a quality deemed acceptable.12 Sen’s
example is of two men: one in good health with a low income and one in need of dialysis
with a comfortable salary.13 If one uses the current poverty threshold, the man with the
lower income might be considered impoverished while the man in need of dialysis might
be above the line due to his salary. If disposable income were to include out-of-pocket
health expenses (as Deputy Secretary of Commerce Rebecca Blank suggests), a more
accurate picture might be obtained. Capability, however, fully extended, is a measure of
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more than what numbers can show. Blank touches on this concept when she suggests
that poverty measures should include functional literacy, housing conditions, and health
status.14 This conception of poverty challenges the rhetoric that condemns every single
person who does not work. Instead of using blanket terms like “lazy,” Sen and Blank
advocate for considering factors more subtle than current employment status.
The value in carefully defining what constitutes poverty is in being able to better
serve those who are in need. Without an adequate definition of what constitutes poverty,
hard-working Americans fall through the cracks. Even if theorists develop an accurate
way to determine how much money a family has at their disposal, the poverty threshold
determines who receives the benefits. That threshold was formulated too long ago, but
the men and women with the power to change the formula are just as influenced by the
rhetoric surrounding poverty as their constituents. Equally important as what a definition
of poverty says is how it is said. The language used to describe poverty helps shape the
opinion of the public who use their time, money and votes to influence programs and
policies directed toward poverty alleviation. Political rhetoric reveals attitudes about
poverty held by opposing ideological camps, reiterating misconceptions to the public.
Individualist Poverty Theory
For Edward Royce, author of Poverty and Power: The Problem of
Structural Inequality, there are two perspectives of poverty—individualist and
structural.15 These two conceptions are frequently played out in media and public
14
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discourse through language and the presentation of the impoverished, although most
citizens are unaware of the origins of their beliefs about poverty. Personal failings or
character traits that adversely affect employability are the focus of individualist poverty
theory.
Whereas the structural perspective finds fault with social institutions, the
individualist perspective sees flaws with the people in poverty. This is the concept that
poverty is caused because people do not work hard enough, are addicted to drugs, or have
more children than can be supported. New York University politics and policy professor
Lawrence Mead is considered an expert on poverty and welfare due to his role in the
welfare reform of the 1990s. His work represents the archetypal individualist perspective
and advocates no entitlement to welfare. From the individualist perspective, all aid must
be earned through work—if one cannot work, he or she is undeserving.16 The
marginalization of the poor is not a new concept—laws in 16th century England
distinguished between provisions for those who were willing to work and those who were
subject to punishment for being able to work and failing to do so. The concept of the
undeserving poor, or the underclass, highlights the role of language in public perception.
A person described as low-income or impoverished conjures an entirely different image
than a person described as the member of the underclass. For many, the term
“underclass” connotes a culture of substance abuse, legal trouble and moral failings.
Mead believes the state is totally justified in requiring work, and answers
concerns about forcing citizens into demeaning jobs (like sorting plastic pieces by color,
16
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in terrible conditions while feeling unneeded, unnecessary and unwanted17) by arguing
that all jobs cultivate work ethic and allow for upward mobility, regardless of quality.18
Mead’s discussion of “long term poor…of working age”19 subtly shifts the vocabulary of
the “working poor” to highlight those individuals who do not work. This is a prime
example of the power of language and the significance of even small adjustments in word
choice. Mead does not view this population as having low capability, but rather as being
less independent than past generations.20 Mead self-describes his politics as being those
of dependency, focused on the behaviors of the poor rather than the government role in
assisting them.21 He states that poverty is caused by the lifestyles of the poor and
recommends forced work programs, largely ignoring the large percentages of
impoverished single mothers who went to work after the welfare reform of 1996 but are
no closer to escaping poverty. Mead does not consider the complexities of capability or
the possibility that the labor market can be exploitative to the point of preventing the
upward mobility he touts as the redeeming factor to demeaning jobs.
Without at least some level of structural understanding, the individualist
perspective quickly breaks down. Mead may believe work can redeem those in poverty,
but this theory is not applicable to the children of the impoverished. A child born into an
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impoverished home cannot reasonably be held responsible for his or her poverty.
Legislation written from an individualist perspective can negatively impact the
dependents of the adult being punished for his or her situation. For example, Aid to
Families with Dependent Children provided welfare for single, stay-at-home mothers, but
Temporary Aid to Needy Families forces all recipients into the workplace, only providing
minimal respites for mothers of young children.22 This shift in welfare requirements was
in response to a shift toward an individualist understanding of poverty. With the public
perception influenced by concepts such as the underclass, the political climate shifted
toward punishing low-income women for having children. Punishing children for a
parent’s marital status was an unconsidered consequence. By considering single mothers
culpable for their income level, however, legislators failed to consider the children these
women support.
These negative effects can escalate rapidly into an inescapable situation. Even if
a single mother manages to find work that allows her to monitor her child’s success in
school, and even if that child applies himself academically, his success can still be
derailed by an illness or allergy that his mother’s low income cannot combat. Even if the
mother is able to scrape together money from relatives or friends, she may lack the
knowledge or ability to demand adequate housing or provide nutritional food. The
increased prevalence in illness in lower-income households can be partially explained by
substandard housing conditions, lack of preventative medicine, increased stress and
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malnutrition.23 Each of these factors can be best addressed by legislation that considers
poverty structurally. Housing regulations, low-income health care and nutrition policy
can all be crafted to eliminate these negative consequences. Each one of these conditions
is a risk factor for decreased capability, and added together they have an exponential
effect on the health of a child.24 Physical health is important not only for physical wellbeing, but also for the social and psychological development of children. A chronically
ill child will miss school, withdraw from social activities, and quite early on develop a
self-defeating outlook on life. Delinquency is the type of trait the individualist
perspective derides, even when cultivated by structural flaws. Not only will capability be
lowered by physical capacity, but also by mental well-being.
The structural perspective explains poverty as being intrinsically tied to the labor
market, but if a child has behavioral, emotional, and academic problems, and if that child
receives substandard education and health care due to low income, what are the chances
of success in the work place? Mead views the unemployed as unmotivated, but he fails to
take into account the circumstances that have made the individuals unemployable.
Assuming poverty comes from personal characteristics, legislators interested in
eliminating poverty must consider the root of those character traits. From birth, children
can face adversity that lowers their capability, making them less likely to succeed.
Repeated failure may cause a child to completely degrade her potential and worth, a
position that is constantly reiterated by negative language employed to denigrate those in
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poverty. While the individual in question has fallen out of the system and into the cycle
of poverty, the system did not operate at its full capacity for the individual from a young
age.
As is evidenced by the intersection of childhood and poverty, the individualist
perspective alone is inadequate to explain poverty. The lines between structural and
individualist causes of poverty can be difficult to determine. If a mother loses her job
because she cannot afford childcare and misses work due to an ill child, which step was
the error? From the individualist perspective, the problem lies in the mother not
informing her employers of her absence or in having a backup babysitter on call. From
the structural perspective, however, the problem lies in a job market that does not allow
mothers leniency for children, or consider the expense of childcare.
Structural Poverty Theory
Robert Goodin, philosophy professor at Research School of the Social Sciences at
the Australian National University, and Richard Freeman, Harvard economics chair and
co-director of the Labor and Worklife program at Harvard Law School, are of the
structural perspective camp. According to this view, poverty is a phenomenon imposed
externally on the impoverished.25 The impoverished are not to blame for their situation;
rather it is the structures of the labor market, the conditions of the education system or the
state of the housing market that forces people into poverty. This contrasts sharply with

25
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the individualist perspective, in which poverty affects those who are deficient in
intellectual or cultural capital.26
According to Royce, the majority of Americans believe poverty is caused by
internal factors due to the influence of the media and a fierce attachment to the idea of the
American Dream.27 This misconception prevents the kind of reform necessary to remove
structural barriers to true equality of opportunity.28 If the voting class in America
believes poverty is caused by personal failings, they are more likely to support a welfare
state that mandates work requirements, and less likely to approve of large changes in
established systems. Oxford University political theorist Stuart White fears inequality is
fostered by forcing citizens to work and thereby holding them to a standard different from
those in the middle and upper classes.29 Whereas Mead justifies demeaning jobs, White
counsels that degrading jobs, by their very nature, lower capability by affecting mental
well-being. This kind of distinction creates the sort of cyclical nature that makes
determining causation and correlation so difficult. Perhaps the impoverished are low on
human capital because they are poor, not the other way around.30
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Freeman argues that the inability of the poor to escape poverty is a direct result of
the lack of social institutions in the marketplace.31 This deficit leads to more movement
between jobs and faster turnaround time for the unemployed, which many believe are
acceptable sacrifices to make for the strength of the American economy. Language is
frequently employed to convey the idea that anyone can work hard enough in the US to
surpass their parents’ income, and this ideal has become so entrenched in the American
psyche that even in times of high unemployment, voters fall back on the idea of equal
opportunity. Because the market creates both advantage and disadvantage, exploitation
is inevitable, however, and a welfare state must be implemented to buffer the
disadvantaged.32 Goodin seeks to prove that the effective welfare state is one that is not
discretionary or voluntary, but instead operates to meet the basic needs of all citizens.33
Freeman’s further explanations of the market economy, however, paint a
discouraging picture. Over the past half century, productivity (as measured by gross
domestic product increase per capita) has increased across all sectors, but only the top
bracket of earners has received any income increase.34 In the past half-century, the wages
of non-supervisory workers have stagnated or even decreased (36). This is due both to a
falling real minimum wage and increased inequality in the American economy.
According to Freeman’s research, the U. S. has “the greatest difference in income among
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its citizens in the advanced world.”35 This inequality means that even as gross domestic
product rises, impoverished families do not benefit. The “working poor” refers to those
impoverished people who maintain steady employment but are unable to escape poverty.
This group can be the most difficult to explain through an individualist lens of poverty—
even when receiving slightly above minimum wage and collecting the Earned Income
Tax Credit, many families remain in poverty.36 It is these conditions that make the
market an unacceptable place in which to force impoverished people to work according
to both Freeman and White.
Inequality in the market exacerbates poverty for adults, but educational
inequalities entrench children in the cycle of poverty. Just as the working poor refute the
conception of the impoverished as greedy and lazy individuals, childhood poverty
requires a reconsideration of explanations for cyclical poverty outside of personal
failings. As Jonathan Kozol, a writer and activist known for his books on public
education, illustrates in numerous ways that the education system in the United States has
become the premiere institution for ensuring that individuals born into poverty rarely
escape. Schools in lower-income areas are forced to operate with fewer resources due to
the system of school funding based on property taxes.37 This means that children who are
sometimes already behind due to hectic home lives are last in line to receive a quality
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education. As Kozol (and many others) reports, public education in the U.S. has reached
an embarrassing level of inequality.
Inequality is not the lone issue in high poverty schools, however. There are some
individualist issues that complement the structural failings of the US education system.
One such issue is lack of parent involvement in early education. David Shipler, Pulitzer
Prize winning author, puts forth several explanations for lack of parent involvement.
Many low-income parents have low education themselves, or simply work long hours
and cannot attend conferences or monitor homework.38 Others simply do not have an
appreciation for education to instill in their children, leading to resentment across the
board from student, parent, and teacher (233). Many children simply become discouraged
by their struggles, and teachers quickly become fatigued and cynical about progress made
(239). Impoverished children may suffer from health maladies or learning disabilities that
go undiagnosed but make it nearly impossible for them to focus or learn (241). The
pattern of poverty is self-perpetuating, ensuring that those students who attend highpoverty schools will have little motivation to make it through thirteen years of education.
Without even a high school diploma, the capability a worker has is greatly diminished.
More important than the diploma itself are the soft skills and perseverance one learns by
completing an education (139). Without these skills it can be very difficult to find a job,
and sometimes even harder to keep that job, even when it is absolutely necessary.
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Poverty Relief
Although alleviating the symptoms of poverty will not produce a long-term cure,
it is important to recognize the clues these symptoms provide. One of the most
noticeable aspects about poverty is its cyclical nature. Even those who cannot agree on
what actually causes poverty can recognize that children who are raised in impoverished
homes are much more likely to grow up to be impoverished. If poverty is viewed
through an individualist end, this cycle can be explained as a result of parents passing on
negative character traits and attitudes to their children. A structural perspective suggests
that the same institutions working against parents start adversely affecting children before
they have a chance to escape poverty. Dr. Harlan Beckley, director of the Shepherd
Program, suggests focusing resources on those that are most able to take advantage of
them.39 Poverty eradication efforts geared towards children are palatable to members of
both understandings of poverty because, when developed carefully, they can address both
individualist and structural concerns.
Although every scholar has a set of policy ideas that stem from their concept of
poverty, a truly effective response will require an attack from multiple angles. Shipler
details the So Others Might Eat (SOME) program, a model that has proven effective due
to its all-inclusive nature. Participants are subject to random drug tests with a one-strike
policy, but if they stay clean they have full access to addiction therapy, job skills training,
resume building, interview coaching, and SOME’s connection to corporate jobs. Staying
clean falls in the individualist perspective, but providing career services addresses
39
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structural concerns on an individual level. The program philosophy falls in line with
Beckley’s argument that society has an obligation to foster the capability of those who
have squandered it when those persons cooperate.40
Although our school systems and government institutions currently allow for the
marginalization of certain members of society, things do not have to stay this way. Some
do make it out of the cycle of poverty on their own (hence the perpetuating cult belief in
the American Dream), but the exceptional ability of some should not set the standard for
all. While the whole system of welfare needs to be rethought and revamped from the
bottom up, the majority of Americans are not policy makers or even social activists.
Middle and upper class citizens being informed, advocating for the impoverished, and
voting for reforms is an integral part of turning the tide. The first thing to begin
recognizing is the position language holds in the decision-making process of individuals.
The discussion of poverty must be deliberate and intentional, because every word used to
describe people living in poverty carries meaning outside of its denotation. Education
and advocacy, by their very nature, will not effect change rapidly, however. Long-term
alleviation ought to be a primary goal, but the short term cannot be ignored while the
impoverished suffer. The solution is poverty alleviation programs that meet short-term
needs while influencing long term effects through careful attention to language and
presentation.
Poverty theory is presented to the non-academic public through careful selection
and manipulation of language, which is the key focus of this thesis. The words used to

40
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describe people and programs can play a significant part in determining the public’s
reception of poverty alleviation efforts. The second chapter of this project considers the
history of the welfare state and the relationship between language and public perception
of poverty through various periods in American history. To examine contemporary use
of language in relation to poverty, various news publications are dissected for their use of
vocabulary and story placement. The final chapter seeks to synthesize the roles of
language and direct service by evaluating an on-campus poverty alleviation group that
has the resources to carry out food redistribution efforts while using language to attempt
to subtly impact the understanding of poverty at Baylor.

19

CHAPTER TWO
The American Perception of Poverty
It is useful to examine the history of the welfare state and the language of poverty
when attempting to understand contemporary perceptions of poverty. The previous
chapter examined the scholarship behind structural and individualist understandings of
poverty; this chapter will consider how those theories are presented to the public via
language. Language and public perception of an issue have an interdependent
relationship. The way poverty is presented can impact impressions of poverty, but public
perception of the impoverished can also impact the language used to describe poverty.
Key events and people in U.S. history have helped shape this dynamic over time, and that
evolution is traced in this section. This examination begins with the Great Depression
because the US economic downturn marked the beginning of large-scale government
welfare programs. Contemporary newspapers reveal a dichotomy in the presentation of
poverty that is heavily influenced by political affiliation. The addition of ideology to
public perception of poverty has had an impact on poverty legislation and the ability of
lawmakers to compromise on welfare reform.
Language and the History of the Welfare State
Great Depression
The Great Depression saw what was probably the height of structural
explanations for poverty. In a time when everyone struggled, it was much more common
to understand poverty as a condition of the market. During this time of economic failure,
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public perception shaped the language used to describe those in poverty, leading to new
legislation to ensure families had access to food. Out of this understanding came the first
food stamp program, an important shift in the welfare state that helped transform relief
into a program that gave participants the ability to participate in the consumer market.1
Outrage over widespread hunger and government destruction of surplus crops resulted in
the accelerated introduction of a program that redistributed surplus commodities (1005).
What farmers grew in excess and what was nutritious and familiar, however, was often
disparate, and the public pick up lines were viewed as demeaning (1008). Under pressure,
the 1939 Food Stamp Plan was introduced as a reform.
As increasing numbers of Americans faced poverty during the Great Depression
and the public understanding of the causes of poverty shifted, the vocabulary used to
describe those in need changed to reflect a more generous attitude toward the
impoverished. Certain terms carry suggestions of an individualist poverty explanation,
and as the Great Depression deepened, the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation
increasingly referred to aid recipients as “low-income people” rather than “poor” or
“welfare recipients,” a language shift that represents a broader shift in attitude (1009). To
be “low-income” implies that one has less money than someone else. “Poor” is an
inherently derogatory term—it is used in everyday lexicon to evoke pity or describe
situations the speaker is glad he or she is not in (i.e., “you poor little thing”). “Welfare
recipient” dehumanizes by suggesting a person is no more than the government funds for
which he or she is eligible. The widespread approval the Food Stamp Program
1
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encountered during the 1930s and 1940s was a true testament to increasingly positive
perceptions of welfare. A Gallup poll recorded a 70 percent approval rate for the plan;
the United States Department of Agriculture noted 200 positive editorials in national
media as compared to only 52 negative ones.2 Professionals called for expansion of the
program, and observers noted the wholesome appearance of stamp users (1012). The
program seemed to provide a way for families to receive aid without stigma (1019). The
program ended with the beginning of World War II, but the 1964 Food Stamp Act
generally resembled the earlier program.
The Cold War
The Cold War period might have marked a shift toward a more structural
understanding of poverty if it were not for the pressure of McCarythism and labor unions
that silenced poverty theorists. The systematic, scientific study of poverty did not truly
begin until the 1950s, when an informal network of academics and civil servants began
communicating across government channels and in sporadic conferences about
measuring poverty and reforming welfare.3 After World War II, the federal government
aided poverty research by hiring thousands of professionals to begin researching lowincome families (56). Despite economic growth and a perception of America as the land
of prosperity, an estimated 36 million Americans were considered impoverished (53).
The group of men and women who would become the first poverty theorists defined
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poverty structurally and avoided the word “poverty” due to its negative connotations and
radical implications.4 As theorists began to discover that the rise in median income was
not accompanied by a decline in economic inequality, their research was left in obscurity
due to fear of McCarthyism and the popularity of behavioral sciences (59). During the
witch hunt for communists, poverty theorists were wary of suggesting that resources
should be reallocated to compensate for deficiencies inherent to a system, rather than an
individual. Coupled with trepidation on the part of the researchers was a growing push
by unions in the 1960s to avoid income-transfer programs like a reverse-income tax and
focus on social policy benefitting the middle class (67).
The War on Poverty
In his 1964 State of the Union address, President Lyndon B. Johnson declared an
“unconditional War on Poverty,” a battle to be fought under the guidance of the Office of
Economic Opportunity.5 Johnson’s war was possible due to a four percent
unemployment rate and prosperity cultivated by the Kennedy administration, and was
significant because the language used by the administration suggested a large-scale attack
on an institution, rather than the people living in poverty.6 The “war” rhetoric implies the
presence of an enemy and a threat that justifies battle. By employing “war” rhetoric in
reference to poverty, Johnson sought to convince the public that poverty was a threat, and
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legislation and expenditures on alleviation efforts were justified and necessary for the
health of the US economy. For the first four years of the Office of Economic
Opportunity’s oversight, empowerment theories dominated program construction.7 The
Office of Economic Opportunity used its budget allotment to fund a series of Community
Action Programs—local antipoverty initiatives.8 Academics and civil servants in the
1950s had identified poverty as a structural problem, but the young men of the Office of
Economic Opportunity implemented community programs aimed at providing
“psychological and local” solutions.9 While Community Action Programs represented a
small percentage of federal funds used on welfare programs, they were largely considered
failures and led to fighting within the organization.10 Failure of the Office of Economic
Opportunity initiative led to an almost categorical dismissal of welfare strategies aimed at
organizing social change by engaging impoverished people in the political process, and
shifted toward welfare reform through economic policy.11 In 1968, the formerly amply
funded War on Poverty lost its priority in Congress as the Vietnam War took shape. As
all publications shifted their attention to the conflict, public notice (and funds) shifted
away from poverty.
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Carter and Reagan
Johnson’s war on poverty evoked solidarity, but when it became clear that the war
would not be easily won, public perception again shifted. Under President Jimmy Carter,
proposed major welfare reform was never passed, and his successor helped to
significantly shift attitudes about the impoverished toward individualist understandings.
The welfare reform proposed in 1979 was a scaled-back version of Carter’s 1977
proposal for comprehensive reform of the welfare system, and though it passed the
House, the Senate took no action in 1979.12 In Carter’s message to Congress proposing
expanded employment programs and a national minimum level of benefits, he criticized
the contemporary welfare system for “breed[ing] dependency” and “penaliz[ing] those
who find jobs.”13 Carter argued that most welfare recipients want to work but are stuck
in the cycle of poverty, but he was trying to garner money for welfare reform in a
political climate that favored reduction in welfare benefits.14
Under President Ronald Reagan, welfare reform shifted to a concentrated effort to
reduce the number of recipients on the rolls. Welfare was becoming a self-perpetuating
system that was identified with African-Americans, urban slums, and the underclass.15
Reagan himself contributed to this conception of poverty with his invention of the
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“welfare queen” mythology during his 1976 campaign.16 The presidential candidate
referenced a woman in Chicago with "80 names, 30 addresses, 12 Social Security cards. .
. . She's got Medicaid, getting food stamps and she is collecting welfare under each of
her names. Her tax-free cash income alone is over $150,000. "17 The Family Support Act
of 1998 linked welfare to work by creating mandatory education and training programs
and work requirements meant to reduce dependency.18 Though later researchers have
determined that the woman in question was an exaggerated conflation of three separate
women who were definite anomalies in the welfare system, the idea of the welfare queen
was given credence and has been passed down in the individualist public conception of
welfare ever since. Remnants of the rhetoric of the welfare queen are present in every
assertion of people living “too” well on welfare.
In 1996, President Bill Clinton signed a new welfare reform law that abolished
Aid to Families with Dependent Children and replaced it with Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families. The new program required adult recipients to find work within two
years and limited lifetime payments to five years. Conservative Republicans wrote the
law, but Clinton passed it with the understanding that he would work to change aspects of
the bill he disagreed with, including bans on welfare for immigrants.19 The law that was
16
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passed turned most responsibility for welfare over to the states in the form of block grants
while bolstering the welfare to work link and placing finite time limits on aid recipients.
Contemporary Welfare Policy
The way poverty in the US is defined has remained remarkably unchanged,
despite the tumultuous history of attitudes toward poverty. Under 2011 Department of
Health and Human Services poverty guidelines, a family of four residing in the
contiguous United States that makes less than $22,350 dollars is considered
impoverished.20 The modern welfare state includes Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security,
Head Start, the Food Stamp Program, The National School Lunch and Breakfast
Programs, the Children’s Health Insurance Program, the Earned Income Tax Credit and
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families, among others. The current budget deficit has
shifted political pressure toward decreasing spending on numerous welfare programs,
though the largest of these programs, namely Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security are
political pressure points not yet addressed by any administration. Partisan politics have
threatened the budgets of many welfare programs, especially The Food Stamp Program,
which has seen its future benefits cut by 14 billion dollars.

vocabulary chosen by a media outlet to describe non-citizen varies widely from “aliens” to “illegal
immigrants” to “undocumented workers,” with each term carrying its own connotations and denotations.
Though the purpose of this thesis is not to examine every instance in which language can impact the
public’s understanding of an issue, immigration has been a popular point of discussion during the 2012
campaign series and offers another interesting avenue through which to explore the power of rhetoric.
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Role of Language and Politics in Public Perception
Scholars have long examined the role of race in perceptions of welfare recipients,
but current research suggests another link may play a greater role in how Americans
understand poverty. Research done by political scientist Daniel Hopkins while at
Harvard suggests regional partisan political activity has a significant impact on local
perceptions of poverty due to media coverage. More specifically, “the percentage of the
county that voted Republican in the last election consistently predicts less structural and
more individualist explanations of poverty. ”21 Hopkins conducted his research in 2009,
and found that as the percentage of people who voted for President Bush rose, structural
explanations of poverty declined (745). The idea of the American Dream positions
economic inequality as an acceptable condition of the free market—if people did not
believe everyone had an opportunity to radically change their income level, the disparity
in incomes in America would be seen as a bigger problem (746). This conception
precludes the sort of all-encompassing welfare state seen in several European countries
(e.g., Denmark and Finland). While some Americans attribute poverty, at least in part, to
conditions beyond a person’s control, the idea of widespread opportunity contributes to
the idea that impoverished people should be held accountable for their poverty (746).
These individualist and structural understandings of poverty are seen throughout poverty
scholarship, but it is rare to find these terms in popular media or casual conversation.
How do the ideas and their ramifications enter the public sphere? They are introduced
through local political contexts (749). It is not a person’s ideology that affects his or her
21
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understanding of poverty—it is the ideology of the political group that has the most sway
where the individual resides that has a significant impact on the individual’s
understanding of the causes of poverty.22 This phenomenon is explained in part by the
propensity of political groups to disseminate information through both “local elites” and
social media (749). Republicans generally distribute an individualist message about
poverty; Democrats tend to spread more structural explanations of poverty. In an area
dominated by one of these political groups, leaders will espouse the framework generally
perpetuated by their political party. This understanding works its way into media outlets
and public perception, influencing the way people view the impoverished.
Of the various media outlets (i.e. newspaper, radio, television, magazines,
internet) newspapers are the most enlightening medium through which to study the
impact of language because every word that is printed is carefully chosen and placed.
The prominence and importance of a particular story is communicated to the reader by
the page where the story can be found, how high on the page it is, and how much space it
takes up relative to other stories. At each step in the process of story selection and
placement, the politics of the newspaper as a whole can impact the story. If an editorial
board of a paper is predominantly either conservative or liberal, the selection of stories
that make the front page of the newspaper might vary. If the copy editor placing a story
on the page feels strongly about an issue, that may very well impact how much space it
gets. A reporter assigned to cover a story about the impoverished who has an
individualist understanding of poverty may use different words to describe the subjects of
22
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his story than a reporter with a structural understanding of poverty. Within the articles
themselves, placement of information can affect readers’ understanding of an issue. The
farther into a story a paragraph is, the less likely it will actually be read. A story should
not be considered balanced if all the negative information is in the first half and all the
positive or counteractive information is in the second. To be fair and balanced reporting,
the positive and negative must receive equal information throughout the structure of the
story.
Even more subtle than story placement and structure is word choice. Words like
“needy” and “poor” carry a slightly more negative connotation than words or phrases like
“impoverished” or “living below the poverty line. ” Copy editors are also responsible for
writing headlines, so even if a reporter chooses descriptors like “impoverished,” a copy
editor could color the reading of the article by using “needy” in the headline. At every
point, language conveys a certain message, even if the reader is oblivious to all the
nuances of the presentation.
Though language is used and manipulated everywhere for every purpose, the
focus of this project is the impact of language on poverty perception. Because Baylor
Campus Kitchen is used as a case study for how a local organization could utilize an
understanding of the power of language to strengthen their mission, the examination of
media is limited to what a Baylor student would be able to easily access.
Waco Media
A brief survey of print media readily available to a Baylor student reveals trends
among both national and local news sources. From this examination, children and hunger
30

are the preferred vehicles of poverty discussion in modern media, with education coming
in a distant third. The articles used were found in publications available for free on
Baylor’s campus: The New York Times, The Waco-Tribune Herald, The Wall Street
Journal, or for sale in the Baylor University Bookstore: Time Magazine. If the articles
are split into origin in either conservative or liberal publication, individualist and
structural portrayals of the impoverished and the welfare state seem to correlate. If one
assumes that an individual who identifies with a certain political ideology is likely to read
a newspaper with a similar identification, this means that language is constantly
reiterating and reinforcing certain conceptions of poverty to both liberals and
conservatives.
Conservative Media and Portrayals of Poverty
As Hopkins’ research into the effects of partisan politics on public perception of
poverty would indicate, conservative media articles often depict the impoverished
negatively. For example, in a discussion of unemployment rates under the Obama
administration, the author of an article in The Wall Street Journal chose to highlight a
particular underemployed individual as an example of the impact the employment rate
has on Americans.23 The article reads: “Markus Fipps, 50, has worked only sporadically
for the past three years. Mr. Fipps, a real-estate agent, isn't receiving unemployment and
has been making do by helping run his family's dance studio. He also does short-term
consulting stints helping small businesses build traffic on their websites. All told, he
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worked about 100 days last year. ‘I think underemployed is the new catch phrase,’ he
said. ”24 The author made sure to specify that the man chosen is not receiving
unemployment, though he does not indicate whether that is by choice, or if Fipps has
reached the government mandated limit of two years at a time or five years over a
lifetime of unemployment benefits. By introducing the word underemployed, the article
subtly shifts the conversation back to the conception of opportunity and working up
within the labor market. No other individuals were interviewed for the article.
Selection of stories that highlight negative examples of welfare recipients is
another way individualist conceptions of poverty appear in the newspaper. The Waco
Tribune-Herald ran an extended coverage story on food stamp fraud that made the front
page or section front page on multiple days. Though the article does not overtly argue
that all welfare recipients are swindlers, the implication is made by giving so much
attention to a case in which specific welfare recipients committed fraud. In the first few
paragraphs of the food stamp fraud story are striking numbers – 403 identified cases
totaling 1.88 million dollars in 2011, up from 117 cases in 2010.25 It is not until the jump
page, located farther back in the newspaper, in the last few paragraphs of the article, that
the author mentions that “only a small percentage of recipients” scam either the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program or Temporary Aid to Needy Families.26 The
piece ends with a number people can call to report suspected cases of fraud, suggesting
that it is the duty of citizens to monitor the actions of those receiving aid.
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Not all individualist viewpoints are as easily spotted as the aforementioned article.
An article on an elementary school in The Waco Tribune-Herald presented a slightly
more nuanced understanding of poverty, though the overarching implications were
negative. The piece is a feature on a teacher who has improved the atmosphere of the
school by creating a classroom focused solely on positivity where disruptive children can
relax.27 At the school, 95 percent of children are economically disadvantaged, but
administrators had feared discipline problems would worsen due to an influx of children
from a condemned housing project.28 Though the piece is primarily an uplifting article
about the progress the school has made, there is an implication that impoverished
children place a heavy burden on schools that administrators would rather avoid. Hidden
in a package with the positive piece on an effective teacher was a short article on
proposed school closings in Waco Independent School District.29
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Figure 1: Story placement illustration
Between school closures and forward-thinking teachers, the former would be
considered more newsworthy. The Waco Tribune-Herald, however, chose to highlight
the feature with a large picture and dominant headline, and to downplay the continued
debate between low-income parents and school administrators in a sidebar.
Even newspapers with a primarily individualist understanding of poverty will
include articles that recognize need in impoverished communities. In October 2011, The
Waco Tribune-Herald ran a story on food bank struggles as the dominant article with the
largest art. An interview with the Food Services Director at Robinson Independent
School District highlighted hunger in the community, and statistics served to bolster
34

claims of need in McLennan County.30 The article ran next to the previously mentioned
food stamp fraud piece. The Associated Press, a wire source most newspapers utilize,
has a reputation of balanced reporting. Local newspapers have access to the stories
written by reporters working for the Associated Press, and copy editors can choose which
stories to place in the paper at their own discretion. The Waco-Tribune Herald ran an
Associated Press piece that summarized the state of poverty in Texas—essentially a
laundry list of statistics. These included that 27. 7% of Texas households have no
financial safety net and 17. 9% (4. 4 million people) live below the poverty line, which is
2.6% higher than national average.31 In Texas, 40% of state budget goes to help
“needy/poor people.”32 Childhood poverty is at 25.7% in Texas (compared to 21. 6%
nationally).33 Medicaid represents a third of the Texas budget, and is currently
underfinanced.34 The article included a quote from a representative of a conservative
think tank as well as a quote of equal length from a representative of a liberal think tank.
The Waco Tribune-Herald, The Houston Chronicle, Austin American Statesman, The
Bryan/College Station Eagle, Fox News San Antonio, and The Fort Worth Star-Telegram,
among others, picked up this particular article.
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Some articles focus entirely on impoverished individuals, offering readers a
chance to look at poverty on a more individual level. The Waco Tribune-Herald ran an
Associated Press piece entitled “The Faces of Food Stamps” that featured multiple people
from different backgrounds and clarified some Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program statistics like number of participants (45 million) and racial composition of
participants (49 percent white, 26 percent black, 20 percent Hispanic).35 The article also
briefly discusses Newt Gingrich’s use of racial stereotypes about welfare recipients and
his insistence that the rhetoric was not insulting.36 All those interviewed were currently
on food stamps and said they never would have imagined they would be accepting
welfare.37 The author of the article confirms the humanity of a group that is often
marginalized by conservative news publications by focusing on individual aid recipients.
Some of the quotes, however, suggest that even aid recipients can hold stereotypical,
generalized views about other aid recipients: “I’m not one of those people who sit on
their butt and just collect a check,” Linda Miles, a food stamp recipient, said.38 The
version of the story as it appeared in The Waco Tribune-Herald ended before this quote,
removing the individualist perspective from the article. The language in the article
includes some loaded words like “handout,” but it primarily seeks to humanize the people
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receiving food stamps and educate the public that the recipients value work and come
from all backgrounds and experiences.
Liberal Media and Portrayals of Poverty
In The New York Times, an article about poverty tends to mean a discussion of
children and food or an attack on current poverty measures. Children and food are very
safe ways to approach the issue of poverty because no matter what political affiliation
one espouses, arguing for the welfare of children and the feeding of hungry people is
palatable. Similarly, as was previously mentioned, the majority of scholars agree that the
current poverty measure is inadequate. By highlighting these three areas, then, The New
York Times is presenting a picture of poverty that evokes empathy rather than anger.
A February 2012 article posited a link between the state of the economy and the
sudden increase in participation in the school lunch program.39 The article also cited a
new law requiring schools to match school lunch program enrollment lists with food
stamp recipient lists as a reason for the increase in student participation.40 The quotes
chosen for the article emphasize “eligibility” and “hardship,” conveying a general
approval for the school lunch program itself. A mother was interviewed and quoted as
saying “‘Hey, we were paying taxes all these years. This is what they were for.’” 41 The
quote simultaneously reiterates to the reader that many people using the program have
never received welfare before (in contrast to the conception of individuals who spend
39
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their entire lives on some form of aid) while communicating a defensive attitude,
suggesting that the welfare recipient anticipates resentment for her participation.
While many articles address direct causes and effects of poverty, some evaluate
more indirect factors. A New York Times article tackles the issue of food subsidies, and
suggests the current practice of subsidizing corn and soybeans disproportionately
negatively impacts the impoverished by making healthy food comparatively prohibitively
expensive.42 The author suggests changing current food policy to tax junk food and
subsidize healthy food. Articles in this vein introduce the concept of holistic poverty
alleviation efforts. Similarly, a December editorial discussion focused on the intersection
of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program and the healthy food movement.43 Six
regular contributors to the newspaper weighed in on the current food stamp system and
ways it should be evaluated or reformed. Four of the six authors included a consideration
of the dignity of those receiving the benefits, and the importance of recognizing
paternalistic tendencies in policy decisions.
Statistic-based articles that highlight the continued presence of poverty are the
other class of poverty articles in The New York Times. In October 2011, the article was
“It’s Official: The Rich Get Richer; Top 1 Percent Doubled Share of Nation’s Income,
Report Finds. ” The article appeared in the back of the section but took up a third of the
page, across five columns, with a picture. The article argued that the income divide has
deeply widened—the top 1% of Americans’ income grew by 275 percent while the
42
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income of the poorest fifth of the population grew by 18% between 1979 and 2007.44
The article also points out that the equalizing effect of federal taxes is smaller than in
previous generations.45 In “Poverty Reaches a 52-year Peak, Government Says,”
published in September 2011, the New York Times presented statistics to show that
poverty levels have risen while public inclination toward welfare has fallen. According
to the cited study, the September report was the first time since the Great Depression that
median income fell from a previous year.46 State and local governments have cut social
welfare programs, making families more susceptible to long-term poverty, while more
Americans are in deep poverty — living on about $11,000 per year.47 The percentage of
children in poverty has risen almost 2 percent since 2009.48
Income inequality was also featured in the November edition of Time Magazine,
which featured an article on perception and reality in regards to upward mobility in
America. The cover art of the magazine was dedicated to the upward mobility article,
and the article itself had close to center placement. Within the article was a three-quarter
page graphic on mobility in America that was supplemented with seven different graphs
and illustrations throughout the piece. The text focused on the American tendency to
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accept social inequality as long as there is opportunity for social mobility.49 Despite
popular perception, America does not rank well for opportunity for social mobility when
compared to other countries; high inequality has strong correlation with low mobility.50
Most nations with high social mobility model universal health care and a strong social
safety net, welfare programs Americans constantly undermine.51 The author suggests
that the mythology of the American Dream, the misguided idea that any one can move
from rags to riches, is hindering true success.52
As is evidenced by this selection of articles, liberal news outlets bias their
presentation of poverty through careful selection of story topic and word choice selection.
Conservative news outlets use a similar strategy, selecting and featuring negative
coverage of welfare recipients and using words with strong connotations to describe the
situation of the impoverished. As both structural and individualist perspectives are using
similar techniques to affirm their view of poverty, it is important that readers recognize
the bias behind whatever publication they choose so that they can better understand the
truth behind the rhetoric of any issue.
This project has only examined welfare policy back to the Great Depression, but
even that limited scope illustrates the inundation of poverty rhetoric that Americans
confront. Discussion about how to refer to people receiving aid has been prevalent since
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the first food stamps were ever issued. Local political contexts also demonstrate this
dyamic—the words and messages citizens hear every day that impact the way issues like
poverty are understood. Being conscious of bias in a daily newspaper is only a small step
toward recognizing the impact behind every word chosen to describe people in need.
This is where poverty alleviation groups can assume a role in educating the general
public in how to think about poverty so that they can be better equipped to do something
about its consequences.
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CHAPTER THREE
Baylor Campus Kitchen and Poverty Perception at Baylor
The previous two chapters have focused on the origins of certain concepts of
poverty and how those concepts are communicated to the public. What the public does
with the concepts, however, has largely been ignored. Many poverty alleviation
organizations focus solely on operations—the day to day work that helps serve
impoverished people either by providing for basic needs or helping coordinate skills
training. An important role that has not been fulfilled on the Baylor Campus is a poverty
alleviation group that fulfills operations while influencing students’ perceptions of the
impoverished. This chapter will examine The Campus Kitchen at Baylor University as
an example of a local food redistribution effort led by students. As an established
poverty alleviation group focused on hunger, Baylor Campus Kitchen is in a unique
position to step into a role of utilizing language to effectively communicate information
and influence perceptions of poverty at Baylor. Just as The New York Times frequently
runs stories on hunger and childhood poverty because those issues reach all readers,
Baylor Campus Kitchen serves a purpose that appeals to young, eager volunteers
providing food for a population of hungry children and families that appeals to young,
eager volunteers. Such volunteers may have misguided or misinformed conceptions
about poverty, so by attracting these students, Baylor Campus Kitchen is reaching a
population that might not give credence to other conceptions of poverty. As a poverty
alleviation service organization at a conservative campus, Baylor Campus Kitchen has
the opportunity to introduce a new way of thinking about poverty to a student body that is
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historically conservative. Many volunteers at Baylor will have an individualist concept
of poverty, but the work Baylor Campus Kitchen does with children provides an
opportunity for a discussion of structural causes for poverty. A detailed discussion of the
organization’s strengths, weaknesses and areas of possible growth will highlight how the
group can serve as a model for service-oriented groups in communities and on
educational campuses.
Baylor Campus Kitchen seeks to introduce the middle class to the non-aggregated
poor while preserving the dignity of the impoverished. Any time a group of people is
reduced to numbers or statistical entities it becomes far too easy to view the people in that
group as an “other” and treat them accordingly. Every poverty alleviation group has
strengths and weaknesses—the success of a volunteer-driven organization depends on the
volunteers’ ability to recognize these attributes and work accordingly. Any group hoping
to address the needs of the impoverished must first recognize the background of the
volunteer base. Leaders of an organization based in a primarily conservative area, or
with a predominantly conservative student body like Baylor, should be prepared to
discuss individualist conceptions of poverty with volunteers. Recognizing these biases
does not require changing the mission or focus of a given group—it just allows an
organization to become more effective by anticipating challenges and concerns. If the
local mindset is one of individualist poverty theory, members of an organization that
directly serves those in poverty should encourage volunteers to discuss ideas of dignity of
the poor before unleashing them on unwitting victims. This discussion has been initiated
at Baylor Campus Kitchen through a new tutoring program. As the only programming
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Baylor Campus Kitchen currently offers that requires direct contact with impoverished
children, the tutoring program requires more sensitivity from volunteers. In executive
board meetings, leaders of Baylor Campus Kitchen have stressed the necessity of having
consistent volunteers who can build relationships with the children. Children in poverty
have the same (if not a greater) need for structure and dependability as children whose
parents could afford to pay a single tutor. Conversely, if structural understandings of
poverty predominate, a poverty alleviation group ought to consider curbing naiveté of
volunteers who might imagine that the impoverished are incapable of guile.
The Campus Kitchens Project is a national organization based on the DC Central
Kitchen. The DC Central Kitchen employs a holistic approach to food redistribution and
empowerment based in Washington, D.C.1 The redistribution of food is a response to a
perceived structural problem in which food all across the US goes to waste while people
in poverty are inadequately fed. The program has spread to colleges across the country,
and currently exists on 31 campuses.2 The author of this thesis is currently the
community outreach director for Baylor Campus Kitchen, and previously served a
yearlong term as president of the organization. Though Baylor Campus Kitchen has ties
to a national organization, it is locally student-led. As fellow students, Baylor Campus
Kitchen members are able to engage peers in discussion without belittling their
previously held ideas. Introducing a more broad conception of poverty to college

1

The Campus Kitchens Project. Faces of Sustainability. (Springfield: C & R Printing, Inc., 2009):

1.
2

The Campus Kitchens Project, Campus Kitchens’ Locations, DC Central Kitchen,
http://www.campuskitchens.org/national/locations.
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students in a non-paternalistic manner is a promising way to change the mindset of the
next generation. Both structural and individualist theories have merit, but each should be
rationally considered rather than doggedly embraced.
The Campus Kitchen at Baylor University was founded in October 2008 and
opened in January 2009.3 The organization is on its last year of guaranteed funding from
the National Campus Kitchens Project. The organization has grown from a delivery-only
program to a three-part service organization that gardens, cooks, and delivers.4 The
Campus Kitchen at Baylor University has several strengths—these include publicity,
funding and the garden. Capitalizing on the strengths of the organization will put
Campus Kitchen in a better position to utilize language to influence understandings of
poverty. If the organization is not perceived as effective, volunteers will not be
consistent, and the message Campus Kitchen has to share will be less widespread.
This section will seek to determine how Baylor Campus Kitchen could best
incorporate a strategy of using language intentionally to effect change. First, the
strengths of the organization will be assessed, as areas of strength provide the best
grounds for expansion. Areas with room for growth will also be evaluated, because as
the organization moves forward, it can implement ideas of language and conscious word
choice in each future decision. Weaknesses must also be acknowledged, because an
organization trying to change the way people think must be extremely careful in how it
presents itself. Failure within Baylor Campus Kitchen could be interpreted as failure of
3

The Campus Kitchens Project. Faces of Sustainability. 9.

4

Baylor Campus Kitchen, Get Involved, Baylor University,
http://www.baylor.edu/campuskitchen/index.php?id=67595.
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the message the group is trying to convey. Finally, the specific recommendations for
Baylor Campus Kitchen will be expanded to all service groups who wish to add longterm impact to preexisting operations.
Evaluation of Baylor Campus Kitchen
Publicity
In the past school year, Baylor Campus Kitchen has dramatically improved its
recognition and presence on campus. If the organization wishes to be in a position to
influence thinking on the Baylor campus, it must first position itself as a leader in service
opportunities. Baylor Campus Kitchen has become an established organization on
campus through the use of fliers and partnerships with other groups and organizations.
Increased recognition means a greater responsibility to ensure that the message Baylor
Campus Kitchen presents about poverty is the one the group intends to send. All fliers
posted by campus organizations must go through an approval process.5 All Baylor
Campus Kitchen publicity should be carefully constructed to convey a certain message
through the use of language and images.
Baylor Campus Kitchen has also made a concentrated effort to be present at
various campus events. These include chapel services,6 Dr Pepper hours,7 Bearathon8

5

Student Activities Baylor University, Baylor University Student Organization Policy and
Procedures Manual 2011-2012, Baylor University,
http://www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php/118572.pdf.
6

Baylor/CK/calendar.docx and Baylor/CK/Campus Kitchen Exec Meeting Sunday notes for

7

Baylor/CK/Campus Kitchen Exec Meeting Sunday notes for AMY.

AMY.
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and the annual activities fair. Chapel provides a unique opportunity to reach the majority
of the freshman class in the space of three hours because all freshmen are required to take
two semesters of chapel.9 These speaking opportunities demand that representatives of
Campus Kitchen present poverty and the impoverished to the student body in a
responsible way. Baylor Campus Kitchen addresses this issue by focusing solely on the
operations of the group, rather than discussing the merits or qualities of the people being
served.
Dr Pepper hour also provides an opportunity to connect with potential volunteers
in an informal situation. Baylor Campus Kitchen has been fortunate to partner with
Greek Life Dr Pepper hours that draw a large crowd of freshmen men and women. Being
present at the Greek Life Dr Pepper hour also keeps Baylor Campus Kitchen in the minds
of those already involved in sororities or fraternities. On several occasions, Baylor
Campus Kitchen has been asked by a sorority to provide a service opportunity to an
entire pledge class (approximately 70 freshman women). In the future, this would be a
key opportunity to engage young students in a discussion about basic structural and
individualist explanations of poverty. At Baylor, this discussion will tend toward
introducing structural explanations and attempting to combat individualist stereotypes
about the “kind” of people who are impoverished. In the formative freshman year, an
intelligent conversation about the causes and effects of poverty could profoundly impact
a student’s understanding of poverty.
8

Baylor/CK/calendar.docx

9

Baylor Spiritual Life. Chapel Requirements. Baylor University.
http://www.baylor.edu/spirituallife/index.php?id=53632.
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Examining the publicity currently used gives insight into the mindset and
priorities of the leadership of Baylor Campus Kitchen. An analysis of the rhetoric of
Baylor Campus Kitchen according to the previously outlined theories of poverty reveals
that the organization is careful with its presentation, but could give more consideration to
how certain images might be perceived. The flier below (figure 1) was adapted for
several events.

Figure 2: Interest meeting flier
The chosen image, a pair of hands, provides an interesting starting point. The
concept of hunger in the community is universalized because the recipient’s face is not
shown. The flier is not playing on emotional response to elicit donation or participation.
Conversely, the lack of face deprives the individual of identity. The hand looks to be that
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of a male, and shows signs of age or manual labor. On a subtle level, the flier could
suggest that feeding this faceless man is acceptable because he has done hard work.
More positively, the hardworking aspect could be seen as a challenge to an individualist
conception that laziness leads to poverty. The focal point of the color image is the peas
and corn, because the green and yellow of the vegetables stands out against the black and
white of the rest of the image. This emphasis conveys Baylor pride while shifting the
focus away from nutritional, balanced meals. The text to the right focuses on action
rather than attempting to use poverty statistics or facts to employ emotion. The flier
addresses both food and programming, conveying the holistic approach at which Campus
Kitchen excels. Because many Baylor students have an individualist perspective on
poverty, this flier could be improved by replacing the current image with a picture of a
well-balanced meal. This keeps the focus on operations, and removes speculations or
assumptions about the nature of the individual who is not completely shown.
Other publicity focused solely on operations. Slides such as the one below were
submitted for inclusion in the rotating slideshow on all on campus computers.
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Figure 3: Operations Slide
This slide has one function—to communicate to students at Baylor University the
times they can volunteer with Campus Kitchen. The slide does not attempt to address the
justifications for serving the impoverished. This particular piece could have been made
more powerful by the inclusion of one or two statistics about the prevalence of hunger in
Waco. As was discussed with the poverty thresholds, numbers can give new perspective.
Campus Kitchen has also sought to participate in activities that are not
traditionally service oriented. Small handouts such as the ones below were been
reproduced onto colored paper and distributed at the activities fair, Dr Pepper hour,
chapel services and any other event where Baylor Campus Kitchen was able to set up a
table. Like the slide shown in chapel, these handouts focus solely on the operations of
Baylor Campus Kitchen, again subtly communicating that impoverished people do not
have to prove their worthiness to participate in Baylor Campus Kitchen programs.
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Figure 4: Baylor Campus Kitchen Handouts
Publicity has had a very positive impact on Baylor Campus Kitchen, and efforts
must continue. Baylor Campus Kitchen has the potential to be the premiere service
organization on campus. With three different facets that accommodate different interests
and time constraints, the organization needs simply to advertise well and follow up with
volunteers.10 There should be no food on campus that gets wasted — a student recently
called Baylor Campus Kitchen when she realized food was going to be thrown out after a
Baylor catered event.11 Organization leaders made plans to pick up the food the next day,

10

Ballard, Kristina and Cate Westenhover. Public Relations Class Project. Campaign Messages,
Strategies & Tactics. Page 12.
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but before it was retrieved, staff had thrown the food out.12 If everyone on campus were
aware of Campus Kitchen and its mission, food would not go to waste due to negligence.
Publicity is not the only tool Baylor Campus Kitchen has for influencing language
and public perception. Operations offer another invaluable opportunity to initiate
discussion about poverty. Since the beginning of the 2010-2011 school year, kitchen
managers have been able to utilize fresh produce in cooked meals. Fresh spinach and
cucumbers were used in a meal for Family Abuse Center, and pesto was made out of
freshly cut basil. Using the garden vegetables in the meals cooked for Campus Kitchen
partners fosters the same kind of conversation as was introduced in the New York Times
article and op-ed about healthy food for impoverished individuals and families. Daily
deliveries to Salvation Army also consistently result in the formation of relationships
between Baylor students and Baylor Campus Kitchen clients. The former manager of the
Waco Salvation Army was a homeless drug addict before he worked his way onto the
Salvation Army staff. Red (the nickname he preferred) was always willing to tell his
story to impressionable volunteers, many of whom had never before met someone who
was formerly homeless. With a knack for teasing but a serious side that emerged when
discussing his former life, Red had an ability to dismantle all preconceptions about
people in poverty. Experiences like conversations with Red are invaluable and contribute
to the reformulation of students’ perception of the impoverished. Anyone who has talked
to Red cannot imagine using some of the language applied to the impoverished to
11

Gray, Angela. “Re: FW: Donating Catered Food.” Message to the author. 17 August 2011. E-

mail.
12

Townsend, Rosemary. “Re: FW: Donating Catered Food.” Message to Angela Gray. 17 August
2011. E-mail.
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describe him, and that is the first step in realizing that language should not be blindly
applied to any impoverished person.
Programming
The national Campus Kitchens Project is not simply a food redistribution
program. The organization also addresses needs in impoverished communities that the
individualist perspective best encompasses. Being unable to nourish one’s children due
to a lack of knowledge about food is a personal weakness,13 but it is one that can be
easily addressed. Campus Kitchens across the country offer cooking classes, backpack
programs for children and nutrition classes for families.14 These sorts of educational
programs move past poverty alleviation to poverty prevention. Children fed by a mother
who knows how to economically prepare nutritious meals will be better prepared for
school and therefore the future. This intervention alone can be integral in breaking the
cycle of poverty. There is much room for expansion in the Baylor Campus Kitchens
program. There is currently little to no interaction between volunteers and those served.
Empowerment programs and operations that allow for contact with those served should

13

Note: Not knowing what foods are classified as vegetable is in no way a moral failing, but it is
an issue that should be addressed by an individual. The structural response to this critique of an
undereducated parent would be that social institutions have failed the individual; this is yet
another example of the cyclical nature of poverty. Much of what we learn about food comes from
our parents, and many children growing up in poverty are at a disadvantage when it is time to pass
on knowledge of nutrition to their own children. One of the biggest problems with nutrition
education, however, is that many adults do not realize they need to be educated about food. A
parent must take responsibility of learning basic nutrition concepts to adequately provide for his or
her children. Ignoring the problem and only providing processed foods to growing children can
directly impact educational opportunity and future success. The key to the individualist
perspective in this instance is to educate without blame. It is impossible to understand something
that has never been explained.
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The Campus Kitchens Project, Faces of Sustainability, 8.
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be implemented. This would increase empathy and purpose for volunteers. A student
with an individualist perspective might gain a more nuanced understanding if he or she
were to interact with an individual whose areas of weakness were put into context with
experience. It is easy to take for granted skills like planning a dinner that includes
protein, vegetables and carbohydrates until one meets someone who has no concept of a
balanced meal. A person’s poverty might be exacerbated by certain personal
characteristics, but what the individualist perspective must take into account is that these
characteristics do not exist in a vacuum. Introducing structural explanations and helping
to temper individualist ones can be a key role for Baylor Campus Kitchen. Personal
experience is just as important as media influence in shaping an individual’s conception
of poverty.
Weaknesses
Though there is much to applaud in the Baylor Campus Kitchen, it has not been
an organization without struggles. Due to high turnover of coordinators and trouble with
communication, the leadership of the organization has struggled to maintain consistent
volunteers and to expand at a pace that could meet Waco’s need. Language has a key
role in influencing the impoverished, but it also plays a part in the internal workings of a
service organization and influences its ability to carry out its operations.
Extrapolation
Though this section has specifically addressed features of Baylor Campus
Kitchen, extrapolations can be made for service groups in general. Most notably,
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organization and communication are key within the leadership of any group that seeks to
coordinate volunteers and influence perception of poverty. Even the best-intentioned
volunteers will not return to a service opportunity if they feel like they had no impact. It
may run counter to the culture of service organizations, but strong groups must consider
themselves as a business and volunteers as their customers. The mission of The Campus
Kitchens Project is to use service as a tool to “strengthen bodies by using existing
resources to meet hunger and nutritional needs in our community; empower minds by
providing leadership and service learning opportunities to students, and educational
benefits to adults, seniors, children, and families in need; and build communities by
fostering a new generation of community-minded adults through resourceful and
mutually beneficial partnerships among students, social service agencies, businesses, and
schools. ”15 All of these goals can be positively impacted by intentional use of language.
Existing resources and educational benefits can be better utilized if the goals and
purposes of Campus Kitchen are clearly articulated. Conscious use and explanation of
language is key to fostering community-minded adults—if Americans do not know how
they are being influenced, they can never be persuaded to think differently.
Previous chapters have examined poverty theory in America and poverty and
hunger statistics in Waco, and a discussion of publicity and leadership seems trite when
juxtaposed with such stark statistics. The reality, however, is that poorly planned service
ventures will at best be ineffective and at worst cause harm in the community. To truly

15

The Campus Kitchens Project. Student Powered Hunger Relief. DC Central Kitchen.
http://www.campuskitchens.org/mission/.
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serve the community is to preserve dignity while meeting needs. The impoverished
deserve better than half-hearted attempts at résumé building. Changing the way people
think about poverty will make it possible to change poverty itself.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Conclusion
Through discussion of academic poverty theory, local media and a student –led
poverty alleviation effort, this thesis has sought to examine the impact of the written
word on conceptions of poverty and subsequent actions affecting the impoverished. The
general public’s understanding of what causes poverty impacts the way Americans
develop and implement policy that affects the well-being of adults and children below the
poverty line. Groups seeking to independently counteract negative ramifications of low
income must understand the role the written word has on how potential volunteers (and
donors) consider the impoverished.
A review of poverty theory reveals that much of what people believe is based in
one of two theories. The individualist perspective holds that poverty is a personal issue
based primarily on an individual’s shortcomings. In contrast, the structural perspective
suggests poverty is primarily the fault of the institutions and society in which people live.
These two perspectives dramatically affect the beliefs people have as to how poverty
should be approached. Though most individuals have views containing elements of both
theories, the ramifications for each understanding are very different. If poverty is the
result of personal failings, alleviation programs must include edification and prevention.
This approach has become popular in recent attempts at legislation as Republican
politicians call for drug testing to receive welfare benefits. If poverty is instead the fault
of the labor market or racial discrimination, then an overhaul of social institutions is more
appropriate. The Earned Income Tax Credit which provides supplemental income to
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individuals who work but still fall below the poverty line is an example of a structurally
based poverty alleviation method. While most Americans would not classify their
understanding of poverty with one of these two terms, the theories they encompass are
central to poverty legislation. Understanding the scholarship behind both individualist
and structural poverty theory allows for more educated discussion of why people believe
what they do about the impoverished.
Basic knowledge of individualist and structural explanations of poverty will also
be useful when evaluating local media bias. Though this thesis focused on resources
easily accessible for Baylor students, the implications are not limited to the Waco area.
Students are often accused of simply adopting their parents’ political beliefs, but recent
scholarship shows that Americans are heavily impacted by the majority opinions of their
area, regardless of stated political affiliation. This correlation suggests the powerful
impact repeated media messages have on the public perception of poverty and highlights
a responsibility of citizens to recognize the majority opinion in an area and acknowledge
slanted information. The brief survey of local media in this thesis attempted to explore
the impact of framing effects on articles discussing poverty or the impoverished. Articles
do not need to overtly reference failings of the individuals in poverty or failings of
institutions to reveal subtle biases of a media outlet.
This sort of careful attention to detail should not be limited to articles relating to
poverty. Every news article must be examined for bias if the public wishes to be truly
informed on an issue. Most educated citizens know to be wary of inflammatory,
extremist writing, but recognizing subtle indicators is equally as important. This project
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examines the impact of text on issues concerning poverty, but a similar study could be
done of the impact of the written word on any issue in politics. Everyone is biased; what
is important is recognizing bias and understanding its origin. Understanding poverty as
an individualist phenomenon is not inherently bad, as long as that understanding is
thought out rather than influenced by known and unknown sources.
Poverty alleviation groups, like Baylor Campus Kitchen, that have the position
and opportunity to positively impact the ideas voters have about the impoverished, should
carefully consider the role of language in the public perception of poverty. Simply
encouraging people who already volunteer their time to actively consider the motivations
behind their understanding of poverty can be an important role for a service group.
Recognizing the prevailing attitudes about the impoverished in a community and working
to balance those ideas with fact and experience is an important function for service
groups to fulfill. Leaders of such groups must also consider their own conception of
poverty and evaluate how it impacts the decision-making for the group. A leadership
group that is wholeheartedly structural or wholeheartedly individualist is likely to have
difficulty communicating with volunteers of a different mindset. Regardless of whether
a service group decides to consciously consider and utilize language in its efforts, it is
imperative that any poverty alleviation group be conscious of the way it uses language to
portray the impoverished. If the groups working to help those in need fall back on
stereotypical descriptions or misguided understandings, the stigma surrounding poverty
will never abate.
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It is essential that voters with strong opinions about poverty policy base those
opinions on fact rather than manipulation from other side. If a brief overview of poverty
scholarship and media presentation does not inspire desire for an academic study of
poverty, perhaps it will at least ignite interest in understanding the reasoning behind long
held beliefs. Operations and relationships are incredibly important facets of poverty
alleviation, but the power of language should never be underestimated. Words determine
legislation that is passed, articles that are written, rules that are put in place and even
social standards. Poverty is an insidious presence in America, and ignorance has yet to
prove a viable remedy for any problem. To combat poverty, language must be seized
upon and wielded as a powerful tool. The childhood adage says: “sticks and stones may
break my bones, but words will never hurt me. ” As adults, however, we must recognize
that it is words that lead people to pick up the sticks and stones. If we are not careful,
those sticks and stones will be used on people who cannot defend themselves, and even if
we are not part of the riot, we played a role in the violence.
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